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Metabolomic architecture of obesity implicates
metabolonic lactone sulfate in cardiometabolic
disease
Swapan K. Das 1, Hannah C. Ainsworth 2, Latchezar Dimitrov 7, Hayrettin Okut 3, Mary E. Comeau 2,
Neeraj Sharma 1, Maggie C.Y. Ng 4, Jill M. Norris 5, Yii-der I. Chen 6, Lynne E. Wagenknecht 7,
Donald W. Bowden 8, Fang-Chi Hsu 2, Kent D. Taylor 6, Carl D. Langefeld 2, Nicholette D. Palmer 8,*
ABSTRACT

Objective: Identify and characterize circulating metabolite profiles associated with adiposity to inform precision medicine.
Methods: Untargeted plasma metabolomic profiles in the Insulin Resistance Atherosclerosis Family Study (IRASFS) Mexican American cohort
(n ¼ 1108) were analyzed for association with anthropometric (body mass index, BMI; waist circumference, WC; waist-to-hip ratio, WHR) and
computed tomography measures (visceral adipose tissue, VAT; subcutaneous adipose tissue, SAT; visceral-to-subcutaneous ratio, VSR) of
adiposity. Genetic data, inclusive of genome-wide array-based genotyping, whole exome sequencing (WES) and whole genome sequencing
(WGS), were evaluated to identify the genetic contributors. Phenotypic and genetic association signals were replicated across ancestries.
Transcriptomic data were analyzed to explore the relationship between genetic and metabolomic data.
Results: A partially characterized metabolite, tentatively named metabolonic lactone sulfate (X-12063), was consistently associated with BMI,
WC, WHR, VAT, and SAT in IRASFS Mexican Americans (PMA <2.02 � 10�27). Trait associations were replicated in IRASFS African Americans
(PAA < 1.12 � 10�07). Expanded analyses revealed associations with multiple phenotypic measures of cardiometabolic health, e.g. insulin
sensitivity (SI), triglycerides (TG), diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) in both ancestries. Metabolonic
lactone sulfate levels were heritable (h2 > 0.47), and a significant genetic signal at the ZSCAN25/CYP3A5 locus (PMA ¼ 9.00 � 10�41,
PAA ¼ 2.31 � 10�10) was observed, highlighting a putative functional variant (rs776746, CYP3A5*3). Transcriptomic analysis in the African
American Genetics of Metabolism and Expression (AAGMEx) cohort supported the association of CYP3A5 with metabolonic lactone sulfate levels
(PFDR ¼ 6.64 � 10�07).
Conclusions: Variant rs776746 is associated with a decrease in the transcript levels of CYP3A5, which in turn is associated with increased
metabolonic lactone sulfate levels and poor cardiometabolic health.

� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite public health efforts to curb the growing obesity epidemic, the
prevalence of obesity continues to increase and has surpassed 40% of
the U.S. population, disproportionately impacting ethnic minorities [1].
This excess accumulation of adiposity is associated with an increased
risk for the development of numerous metabolic diseases including
type 2 diabetes (T2D), cardiovascular disease (CVD) and cancer, all of
which contribute significantly to morbidity and mortality [2]. However,
how best to measure adiposity remains a controversial topic, with
routine measures such as body mass index (BMI) showing variability by
age and sex and failing to distinguish between fat and lean mass. More
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accurate imaging techniques, such as computed tomography (CT), are
expensive but capture region-specific deposition, e.g. metabolically
active visceral adipose tissue [3].
The main driver of obesity is energy intake that exceeds energy
expenditure, a state easily entrenched given the prevailing conditions
of the modern environment [4]. One approach to capture an in-
dividual’s metabolic state, indicative of cellular processes and envi-
ronmental exposures to promote disease, is to examine their
metabolomic profile. High-throughput profiling of blood metabolites
has identified associations between elevated branched chain amino
acids (BCAA) and increased obesity and development of T2D, pre-
dominantly in European-derived populations [5e9]. In contrast, there
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Abbreviations

AA African American
AAGMEx African American Genetics of Metabolism and Expression
BCAA branched chain amino acids
BMI body mass index
CT computed tomography
CVD cardiovascular disease
CYP3A5 Cytochrome P450 Family 3 Subfamily A Member 5
DBP diastolic blood pressure
IRASFS Insulin Resistance Atherosclerosis Family Study
MA Mexican American

PAI-1 plasminogen activator inhibitor-1
SAT subcutaneous adipose
SI insulin sensitivity
T2D type 2 diabetes
TG triglycerides
VAT visceral adipose
VSR visceral-to-subcutaneous ratio
WC waist circumference
WES whole exome sequencing
WFSM Wake Forest School of Medicine
WGS whole genome sequencing
WHR waist-to-hip ratio
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is a significant knowledge gap as to whether these results fully or
partially translate to other ancestries.
The goal of this study was to address this gap through metabolomic
analysis in individuals of Mexican American ethnicity, one of the
fasting-growing ethnic minority populations in the U.S. and one
disproportionately impacted by the obesity epidemic [10]. Both
anthropometric and CT-derived measures of adiposity were included to
capture differing aspects of the disease state, e.g. whole-body and
depot-specific deposition. An expanded focus on previously unchar-
acterized metabolites further enhances the likelihood of identifying
novel metabolites of significant effect. Genetic and transcriptomic data
can provide insight into genetic regulation, contributing to metabolite
characterization. These results will provide new insights into the eti-
ology of disease and identify prospective biomarkers indicative of
metabolic health status associated with increased adipose deposition.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Study populations
The Insulin Resistance Atherosclerosis Family Study (IRASFS) was
designed to investigate the genetic and epidemiologic basis of glucose
homeostasis and abdominal adiposity. The study design, recruitment
methods and phenotype assessment have been described previously
[11]. Specific to this study, Mexican American families were recruited
from two clinical centers including San Antonio, TX, and San Luis
Valley, CO, and African Americans were recruited from one clinical
center in Los Angeles, CA.
The African American Genetics of Metabolism and Expression (AAG-
MEx) study was designed to identify the genetic regulatory mecha-
nisms associated with insulin resistance. The study design,
recruitment methods and phenotype assessment have been described
previously [12]. Specific to this report, healthy, self-identified African
Americans, aged 18e60 years and with a BMI between 18 and 42 kg/
m2, were recruited to the Clinical Research Unit at Wake Forest School
of Medicine (WFSM).
All study protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Board of
each participating clinical and analysis site and all participants pro-
vided written informed consent.

2.2. Clinical phenotyping in IRASFS
Phenotypic assessment has been described previously [11]. Briefly,
cardiometabolic phenotyping was conducted using a standardized
protocol and included a frequently sampled intravenous glucose
tolerance test (FSIGT), anthropometric measures, adipose deposition
by computed tomography (CT) scanning [11], resting blood pressure,
fasting blood draw and spot urine collection. Interviews included
questions on medical history, physical activity, alcohol intake, tobacco
2 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 54 (2021) 101342 � 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. T
use and demographic characteristics. Laboratory measures included
cholesterol levels and a selection of biomarkers.

2.3. Metabolite profiling in IRASFS
We performed metabolite profiling of fasting plasma samples collected
in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) tubes and stored at �80 �C
since baseline collection from 1999 to 2002. Detection and quantifi-
cation of metabolites was completed by Metabolon, Inc. (Morrisville,
North Carolina) using untargeted liquid chromatographyemass spec-
trometry (LCMS; DiscoveryHD4 panel). Data were block corrected for
run day, normalized by batch, and missing data by metabolite were
imputed to the lowest measured value. The correlation structure
among all measured metabolites prior to normalization was examined
using Spearman’s rank-order correlation (rS). Prior to analysis, the
metabolites were individually BoxeCox power transformed [13] to best
approximate distributional assumptions (conditional normality, homo-
geneity of variance) on a per-metabolite basis to minimize false
positives.

2.4. Genotyping in IRASFS
A genome-wide association study (GWAS) was conducted on 1034
IRASFS Mexican American samples using the Illumina OmniExpress
and 1S arrays (Illumina Inc.; San Diego, CA, USA) as described pre-
viously [14]. Data were imputed via IMPUTE2 [15] using two reference
panels: 1) 1000 Genomes phase 3 and 2) WGS data from 623 IRASFS
Mexican American samples. Whole exome sequencing was performed
on 1205 IRASFS Mexican American samples as described previously
[16]. Whole genome sequencing was performed on 623 IRASFS
Mexican American samples using the Illumina HiSeq X Ten instrument
by Macrogen, targeting a mean depth of 30X (paired-end, 150 bp
reads). Genotyping in IRASFS African American samples was per-
formed using the Illumina Multi-Ethnic Genotyping Array (MEGA; Illu-
mina, San Diego, CA), with imputation to 1000 Genomes phase 3 and
the African Genome Variation Project as described previously [17].

2.5. Multiomics in AAGMEx
Phenotypic and genomic assessment has been described previously
[12]. Specific to this report, abdominal subcutaneous adipose near the
umbilicus and vastus lateralis skeletal muscle biopsies were obtained
under fasting conditions with local anesthesia. Genome-wide expression
data were generated using the HumanHT-12 v4 Expression BeadChip
(Illumina, San Diego, CA). Metabolite profiling of fasting plasma samples
stored at �80 �C since collection was performed by Metabolon, Inc.
(Morrisville, North Carolina) using untargeted liquid chromatographye
mass spectrometry (DiscoveryHD4 panel). Prior to analysis, data were
block corrected for run day and normalized by batch; missing data by
metabolite were imputed to the lowest measured value and metabolite
his is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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values were log transformed. Genome-wide array-based genotyping
was completed using Infinium HumanOmni5Exome-4 v1.1 DNA Analysis
BeadChips (Illumina, San Diego, CA).

2.6. Statistical analysis
For IRASFS, clinical phenotypes and metabolites were transformed to
best approximate the distributional assumptions of conditional
normality (conditional on the covariates) and homogeneity of the
variance. Clinical phenotype correlations were estimated using a
Pearson’s correlation (rP) after regressing out the effects of the
covariates (age, sex and recruitment center (Mexican American
samples only)). Variance component models as implemented in
SOLAR [18] were used to test for associations accounting for familial
relationships using a random effect model. Tests of association be-
tween individual metabolites (outcome) and clinical phenotypes or
genetic variants (predictors) were computed using the Wald test. All
models were minimally adjusted for age, sex and recruitment center
(for Mexican American samples only). The analysis of car-
diometabolic traits was additionally adjusted for BMI. A conservative
Bonferroni correction was used to account for multiple testing. In
addition, the association of metabolites with future risk of diabetes or
cardiovascular disease (CVD) was assessed using the composite
phenotypes of metabolic syndrome (MetS) [19] and the Framingham
Heart Study (FHS) CVD 10-year Risk Score [20]. Covariates included
age, sex and recruitment center (MetS) and recruitment center only
(FHS CVD risk score) owing to the inclusion of a subset of the
standard covariates in the composite phenotypes. Owing to the
younger age of the IRASFS cohort, the FHS CVD 10-year Risk Score
was calculated both with inclusion of all participants with phenotypes
winsorized to the algorithm minimum or with the exclusion of par-
ticipants who did not meet the algorithm criteria, i.e. at least 30 years
of age, 200 mmHg > SBP>90 mmHg, HDL <100 mg/dL and
TC > 100 mg/dL. Heritability (h2) was estimated by the proportion of
total variation in phenotype due to genetic effects in SOLAR [18].
GWAS analysis was performed using RVTESTS [21] accounting for
age, sex, recruitment center (Mexican American samples only),
ancestry estimates (ADMIXTURE version 1.21 (http://www.genetics.
ucla.edu/software/admixture)) and relatedness (kinship matrix).
Statistical significance for the analysis of genetic variants was set at
P< 5.00� 10�08. For significant variants, the proportion of variance
explained was calculated using SOLAR [18].
In AAGMEx, clinical phenotypes and metabolites were transformed to
approximate conditional normality and homogeneity of the variance.
Linear regression models were fit to test for the association between
individual metabolites (outcome) and clinical phenotypes or genetic
variants (predictors). Models were adjusted for age, sex and admixture
estimates. For gene expression studies, a Benjamini-Hochberg false-
discovery rate (FDR) adjusted P-value was computed by trait and a
PFDR value < 0.01 (1%) was considered significant. In addition,
multivariate and mediation analyses [22] were performed to delineate
the relative contributions and unravel the complex relationships among
genotype, transcript, and plasma metabolite levels.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Subject characteristics
Recruitment for IRASFS was population-based and not based on dis-
ease status, e.g. diabetes. A maximum of 1205 Mexican Americans
and 569 African Americans were included in these analyses. Char-
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acteristics of the study participants are shown in ST1. Overall, par-
ticipants were more frequently female (59%) and were overweight
(BMI, 28.92 and 29.99 kg/m2, respectively). Adiposity phenotype
correlations are presented in ST2.

3.2. Metabolite associations with adiposity in IRASFS Mexican
Americans
A total of 882 metabolites were transformed and analyzed in up to
1108 Mexican American samples. Of these, 609 metabolites belonged
to the categories of amino acids, carbohydrates, cofactors and vita-
mins, energy, lipids, nucleotides and peptide metabolism. The
remaining 273 metabolites were uncharacterized, i.e. “unknowns”.
Among anthropometric traits in Mexican American samples, 275, 299
and 185 metabolites were associated with BMI, WC and WHR,
respectively (SF1, ST4). For all anthropometric traits, lipid metabolism
was the predominant superpathway, highlighting phospholipid
(n ¼ 32), lysolipid (n ¼ 16) and sphingolipid (n ¼ 12) metabolism.
Association with branched chain amino acid (BCAA) metabolism, i.e.
leucine, isoleucine and valine, was also a significant feature (n ¼ 13).
A total of 163 metabolites were shared between the three traits, with
263 metabolites shared between BMI and WC, the two most correlated
anthropometric traits (rP ¼ 0.92, ST1). Among these traits, 12, 21 and
7 metabolites, respectively, were unique. Among all three phenotypes,
the most significant metabolite was a partially characterized metab-
olite tentatively named metabolonic lactone sulfate (X-12063;
P ¼ 4.51 � 10�56, 4.05 � 10�59 and 2.02 � 10�27, respectively;
Table 1) that was positively associated.
Among the CT measures, 256, 256 and 1 metabolites were associated
with VAT, SAT and VSR, respectively (SF1, ST4). Despite similar
numbers, the results for VAT and SAT were not identical, i.e. 204
overlapping and 52 unique metabolites each, consistent with trait
correlations (rP ¼ 0.65, ST2). Nearly half of the metabolites associated
with imaging measures of adiposity represented lipid metabolism
(n ¼ 125) with results again highlighting phospholipid (n ¼ 38),
lysolipid (n ¼ 19) and sphingolipid (n ¼ 16) metabolism. Metabolonic
lactone sulfate was the second most significant result for VAT
(P ¼ 1.02 � 10�43), followed closely behind sphingomyelin (d18:0/
18:0, d19:0/17:0) (P ¼ 2.21 � 10�44), and the most significant result
for SAT (P ¼ 1.31 � 10�47). These results were consistent with the
positive association observed with the anthropometric traits (Table 1).
Metabolonic lactone sulfate was not significantly associated with VSR
(P ¼ 0.026). Metabolite correlations with metabolonic lactone sulfate
are presented in ST3.

3.3. Transancestry replication in IRASFS African Americans
Owing to the highly significant association of metabolonic lactone
sulfate with multiple adiposity measures in IRASFS Mexican Ameri-
cans, transancestry replication was explored in up to 569 IRASFS
African American samples. Metabolonic lactone sulfate levels were
significantly associated with BMI (P ¼ 1.84 � 10�24), WC
(P ¼ 7.91 � 10�24) and WHR (P ¼ 1.12 � 10�07) with a consistent
direction of effect, i.e. increasing metabolonic lactone sulfate levels
were associated with increasing adiposity, in the transancestry anal-
ysis (Table 2, ST4). Significance levels were comparatively reduced,
likely owing to the reduced sample size. Among the CT measures,
metabolonic lactone sulfate levels were significantly associated with
VAT (P ¼ 3.38 � 10�14) and SAT (P ¼ 1.00 � 10�20) with a
consistent direction of effect (Table 2, ST4). Results with VSR were
non-significant (P ¼ 0.20).
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 3
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Table 1 e Association of metabolonic lactone sulfate with cardiometabolic phenotypes in the IRASFS Mexican Americans.

Mexican Americans

N Beta (SE) P Beta (SE) PadjBMI
Glucose Homeostasis
Insulin Sensitivity (SI) 921 �0.20 (0.016) 1.09E-35 �0.11 (0.017) 3.03E-11
Glucose Effectiveness (SG) 921 �26.78 (3.51) 1.37E-14 �11.13 (3.24) 7.31E-04
Acute Insulin Response (AIRg) 921 0.00021 (0.000048) 1.80E-05 0.000031 (0.000012) 0.49
Disposition Index (DI) 921 �0.00023 (0.000011) 5.09E-19 �0.00013 (0.000024) 1.17E-07
Fasting Glucose (FG) 980 0.032 (0.00028) 4.27E-21 0.016 (0.00031) 7.77E-07
Fasting Insulin (FI) 978 0.030 (0.0027) 2.96E-26 0.0093 (0.0018) 0.0022
Homeostatic Model Assessment of Insulin Resistance (HOMAIR) 939 0.32 (0.029) 6.30E-28 0.12 (0.032) 1.07E-04
Homeostatic Model Assessment of Beta Cell Function (HOMAB) 939 0.0056 (0.00041) 7.45E-17 0.0014 (0.00019) 0.038
Metabolic Clearance Rate of Insulin (MCRI) 928 �0.16 (0.012) 2.86E-41 �0.084 (0.014) 2.01E-09
Adiposity
Body Mass Index (BMI) 1108 0.075 (0.0045) 4.51E-56
Waist Circumference (WC) 1105 0.032 (0.00056) 4.05E-59
Waist-to-Hip Ratio (WHR) 1108 3.42 (0.070) 2.02E-27
Visceral Adipose Tissue (VAT) 1058 0.0079 (0.00054) 1.02E-43
Subcutaneous Adipose Tissue (SAT) 1058 0.0029 (0.00019) 1.31E-47
Visceral-Subcutaneous Ratio (VSR) 1018 0.46 (0.21) 0.026
Alanine Aminotransferase (ALT) 1029 0.020 (0.0029) 2.72E-10 0.012 (0.0029) 1.90E-05
Aspartate Aminotransferase (AST) 1079 0.012 (0.0030) 9.70E-05 0.0067 (0.0027) 0.013
Gamma-glutamyltransferase (GGT) 1047 0.00038 (0.00056) 0.55 �0.00039 (0.00056) 0.49
Lipids
Triglycerides (TRIGS) 1103 0.0030 (0.00016) 1.20E-17 0.0020 (0.00032) 8.11E-10
Total Cholesterol (TC) 1106 0.0032 (0.000035) 1.13E-04 0.0026 (0.00075) 6.23E-04
Low Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol (LDL) 1093 0.0027 (0.0010) 0.0078 0.0016 (0.00091) 0.084
High Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol (HDL) 1105 �0.016 (0.0021) 1.60E-11 �0.0058 (0.0022) 0.0090
Blood Pressure
Pulse Pressure (PP) 1108 0.0013 (0.0021) 0.598511 �0.0024 (0.0022) 0.29
Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP) 1104 0.024 (0.00090) 2.87E-16 0.011 (0.00047) 1.21E-04
Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP) 1108 0.011 (0.00062) 2.68E-08 0.0033 (0.00036) 0.069
Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP) 1108 0.027 (0.0027) 1.94E-17 0.013 (0.0030) 7.91E-06
Biomarkers
Fibrinogen (FIBRIN) 1106 0.002261 (0.000012) 7.61E-06 �0.00044 (0.000012) 0.37
Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor (PAI-1) 1107 0.008951 (0.000748) 4.57E-31 0.0047 (0.00078) 2.20E-09
Adiponectin (ADP) 1099 �0.037745 (0.004406) 4.59E-17 �0.019 (0.0043) 1.10E-05
C Reactive Protein (CRP) 1023 0.05165 (0.007386) 1.32E-12 0.015 (0.0071) 0.041
Interleukin 6 (IL6) 848 0.005737 (0.011034) 0.60 �0.014 (0.010) 0.15
Retinol Binding Protein 4 (RBP4) 927 0.016958 (0.004519) 1.93E-04 0.020 (0.0040) 9.27E-07

Abbreviations: N, number of participants; SE, standard error; PadjBMI, p-value with inclusion of BMI as a covariate. P-values in bold remained significant after multiple comparisons
correction, i.e. 0.05/32 phenotypes ¼ 0.0016.
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3.4. Association of metabolonic lactone sulfate with
cardiometabolic disease
Metabolonic lactone sulfate was the most significantly associated
metabolite with adiposity-related phenotypes in IRASFS Mexican
Americans, which was replicated in IRASFS African Americans. In
addition to adiposity-related phenotypes, metabolonic lactone sulfate
was also associated with multiple features of cardiometabolic disease.
Among IRASFS Mexican Americans (Table 1), an inverse association
was observed with insulin sensitivity (SI; P ¼ 1.09 � 10�35,
PadjBMI¼ 3.03� 10�11) and metabolic clearance rate of insulin (MCRI;
P ¼ 2.86 � 10�41, PadjBMI ¼ 2.01 � 10�09); both are dynamic
measures of glucose homeostasis. Positive associations were also
observed with total triglyceride (TRIGS; P ¼ 1.20 � 10�17,
PadjBMI ¼ 8.11 � 10�10), diastolic blood pressure (DBP;
P ¼ 1.94 � 10�17, PadjBMI ¼ 7.91 � 10�06) and plasminogen acti-
vator inhibitor (PAI-1; P ¼ 4.57 � 10�31, PadjBMI ¼ 2.20 � 10�09).
Results from the sex-stratified analysis were broadly consistent,
although more significant associations were observed in females with
a slightly larger sample size (ST5). The same associations with
consistent direction of effect were observed in IRASFS African Amer-
icans (Table 2). Unique to the African American analyses, metabolonic
lactone sulfate was significantly associated with adiponectin (ADP;
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P ¼ 7.8 � 10�17, PadjBMI ¼ 9.1 � 10�10) compared with a more
attenuated association observed in Mexican Americans
(P¼ 4.6� 10�17, PadjBMI¼ 1.1� 10�05). Consistent with these data,
metabolonic lactone sulfate was significantly associated with the
presence of MetS (b ¼ 0.36 � 0.036, P ¼ 2.14 � 10�24), indicative
of future development of diabetes and CVD [23]. In contrast, it was
nominally associated with the FHS CVD Risk Score
(b ¼ 0.0024 � 0.012, P ¼ 0.040 with winsorization and
b ¼ 0.0024 � 0.014, P ¼ 0.081 with the exclusion of phenotypic
algorithm outliers), indicative of future development of CVD [20].

3.5. Genetic architecture of metabolonic lactone sulfate
Taking advantage of the multigenerational pedigrees in IRASFS, the
heritability of metabolonic lactone sulfate was estimated to be 0.47
(P ¼ 1.46 � 10�21) in IRASFS Mexican Americans and 0.51
(P ¼ 1.57 � 10�15) in IRASFS African Americans in a model ac-
counting for age, sex, recruitment center (for Mexican American
samples only) and BMI. Given the evidence of a strong genetic
contribution, a genome-wide association study (GWAS) was performed
to identify the genetic contributors to metabolonic lactone sulfate.
A GWAS in IRASFS Mexican Americans (l ¼ 1.05) identified 1194
genome-wide significant variants (P < 5.00 � 10�08) associated with
his is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Table 2 e Association of metabolonic lactone sulfate with cardiometabolic phenotypes in the IRASFS African Americans.

African Americans

N Beta (SE) P Beta (SE) PadjBMI
Glucose Homeostasis
Insulin Sensitivity (SI) 493 �0.31 (0.034) 4.63E-19 �0.20 (0.036) 3.41E-08
Glucose Effectiveness (SG) 493 �30.18 (5.74) 1.90E-07 �19.68 (5.41) 2.86E-04
Acute Insulin Response (AIRg) 492 0.00014 (0.000042) 0.0091 0.000057 (0.00) 0.24
Disposition Index (DI) 492 �0.00015 (0.00) 1.70E-05 �0.000097 (0.000019) 0.0038
Fasting Glucose (FG) 507 0.023 (0.00064) 2.43E-08 0.012 (0.0021) 0.0053
Fasting Insulin (FI) 507 0.024 (0.0034) 1.11E-11 0.015 (0.0034) 1.10E-05
Homeostatic Model Assessment of Insulin Resistance (HOMAIR) 482 0.32 (0.039) 1.36E-14 0.19 (0.043) 8.45E-06
Homeostatic Model Assessment of Beta Cell Function (HOMAB) 482 0.0055 (0.000064) 2.20E-09 0.0033 (0.00084) 2.43E-04
Metabolic Clearance Rate of Insulin (MCRI) 491 �0.18 (0.019) 7.48E-19 �0.10 (0.022) 2.31E-06
Adiposity
Body Mass Index (BMI) 565 0.062 (0.0058) 1.84E-24
Waist Circumference (WC) 564 0.024 (0.00074) 7.91E-24
Waist-to-Hip Ratio (WHR) 569 2.59 (0.086) 1.12E-07
Visceral Adipose Tissue (VAT) 519 0.0068 (0.00085) 3.38E-14
Subcutaneous Adipose Tissue (SAT) 519 0.0022 (0.000020) 1.00E-20
Visceral-Subcutaneous Ratio (VSR) 501 �0.41 (0.32) 0.20
Alanine Aminotransferase (ALT) 562 0.0011 (0.0079) 0.88 0.0010 (0.0072) 0.89
Aspartate Aminotransferase (AST) 565 �0.0082 (0.006122) 0.17 �0.0089 (0.0054) 0.10
Gamma-glutamyltransferase (GGT) 556 0.00079 (0.0011) 0.48 �0.00025 (0.0010) 0.80
Lipids
Triglycerides (TRIGS) 569 0.0022 (0.00059) 2.65E-04 0.0015 (0.00054) 0.0048
Total Cholesterol (TC) 569 0.0032 (0.0012) 0.0060 0.0021 (0.0011) 0.049
Low Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol (LDL) 566 0.0042 (0.0012) 9.96E-04 0.0021 (0.0012) 0.075
High Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol (HDL) 569 �0.016 (0.0034) 6.00E-06 �0.0062 (0.0031) 0.060
Blood Pressure
Pulse Pressure (PP) 569 �0.0030 (0.0026) 0.34 �0.0061 (0.0029) 0.034
Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP) 566 0.017 (0.0039) 1.70E-05 0.0095 (0.00020) 0.0086
Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP) 569 0.0053 (0.00037) 0.034 0.00083 (0.0024) 0.72
Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP) 569 0.018 (0.0040) 4.19E-06 0.012 (0.0037) 8.66E-04
Biomarkers
Fibrinogen (FIBRIN) 569 0.0025 (0.000020) 2.21E-04 0.00024 (0.000029) 0.72
Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor (PAI-1) 569 0.011 (0.0014) 2.92E-14 0.0060 (0.0015) 3.00E-05
Adiponectin (ADP) 569 �0.067 (0.0077) 7.79E-17 �0.048 (0.0078) 9.14E-10
C Reactive Protein (CRP) 558 0.053 (0.0083) 1.60E-10 0.030 (0.0082) 2.61E-04
Interleukin 6 (IL6) 387 0.0096 (0.010) 0.34 �0.0025 (0.0099) 0.80
Retinol Binding Protein 4 (RBP4) 518 0.018618 (0.005275) 9.73E-04 0.019 (0.0026) 2.45E-04

Abbreviations: N, number of participants; SE, standard error; PadjBMI, p-value with inclusion of BMI as a covariate. P-values in bold remained significant after multiple comparisons
correction, i.e. 0.05/32 phenotypes ¼ 0.0016.
metabolonic lactone sulfate (SF2 and ST6). The three most significant
variants (rs6465750, rs10242455 and rs776746; P ¼ 9.00 � 10�41)
were common variants (reference allele frequency (RAF) ¼ 14%) in
complete linkage disequilibrium (r2 ¼ 1.0). For these variants, the
minor allele was associated with a significant decrease in metabolonic
lactone sulfate levels (b¼�0.87� 0.06; SF3). This locus, as defined
by one of the three associated variants, explained 20% of the trait
variance for metabolonic lactone sulfate. All three variants are located
intronically in ZSCAN25 and CYP3A5. The associated interval spanned
chr7: 98.7e99.4 Mb and was flanked by recombination hotspots
(Figure 1A). Conditional analysis with the inclusion of any one of the
three variants as a covariate diminished the association in this region
to P> 7.88� 10�05 (Figure 1B and ST7). These three genetic variants
were not significantly associated among the cardiometabolic traits
assessed in IRASFS Mexican Americans (ST8). Transancestry repli-
cation of this region was observed in IRASFS African Americans
(Figure 1C, ST9). Among the three most significant variants observed
in IRASFS Mexican Americans evaluated a priori in IRASFS African
Americans, there was a significant change in the allele frequency, with
rs6465750 being the most significant (P ¼ 2.31 � 10�31) but with an
RAF of 67%. An agnostic scan of the associated interval (chr7: 98.7e
99.4 Mb) in IRASFS African Americans identified one additional variant
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 54 (2021) 101342 � 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open
www.molecularmetabolism.com
(rs2687135, P ¼ 2.22 � 10�10). In IRASFS Mexican Americans, this
variant was highly significant (P ¼ 4.35 � 10�34) but not among the
top observed associations. Analysis of variants identified from WES
(ST10) and WGS (ST11) in the associated interval in IRASFS Mexican
Americans did not identify additional variants more strongly associated
with metabolonic lactone sulfate.

3.6. Transcriptomic architecture of metabolonic lactone sulfate
With significant transancestry replication observed in IRASFS African
Americans, the genomic characterization of metabolonic lactone sul-
fate was extended to the African American Genetics of Metabolism and
Expression (AAGMEx) cohort (ST12). Consistent with the observations
in IRASFS, log-transformed metabolonic lactone sulfate in AAGMEx
was significantly associated with BMI (b ¼ 0.21, P ¼ 3.90 � 10�07)
and SI (b ¼ �0.28, P ¼ 2.60 � 10�05) with a consistent direction of
effect. The a priori evaluation of the three most significant variants
associated with metabolonic lactone sulfate from the IRASFS Mexican
Americans yielded significant positive associations under an additive
genetic model: rs6465750 (P ¼ 3.92 � 10�08), rs10242455
(P ¼ 1.78 � 10�08) and rs776746 (P ¼ 1.85 � 10�08). An agnostic
scan of the associated interval (chr7: 98.7e99.4 Mb) in AAGMEx did
not identify any variants with stronger associations (ST13).
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 5
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Figure 1: Regional association plot for metabolonic lactone sulfate in IRASFS. A. Mexican Americans, B. Mexican Americans, conditional on rs776746 and C. African
Americans. Variants are plotted with their p-values (as �log10 values) as a function of genomic position (hg19). The index variant is represented by a purple diamond. Color of
additional variants indicates correlation with the index SNP (red, r2 � 0.80; orange, 0.60 �r2 <0.80; green, 0.40 �r2 <0.60; light blue, 0.20 �r2 <0.40; dark blue, r2 <0.20;
gray, no r2 value available) based on pairwise r2 values from 1000 Genomes (AMR for Mexican Americans and AFR for African Americans). Estimated recombination rates (taken
from HapMap) are plotted to reflect the local linkage disequilibrium (LD) structure. Gene annotations were taken from the UCSC genome browser.

Original Article
In addition to genetic and metabolic data, AAGMEx also has adipose
and muscle transcriptomic expression profiling. Metabolonic lactone
sulfate plasma levels were positively and negatively associated with
694 and 579 adipose transcripts (PFDR <0.01), respectively (ST14).
Subsetting the results to chromosome 7 identified 54 associated
transcripts, with two located within the genetic association interval.
The most significant transcript was CYP3A5, which was negatively
associated with metabolonic lactone sulfate plasma levels
(PFDR ¼ 1.40 � 10�10). No muscle transcripts were associated with
metabolonic lactone sulfate plasma levels (PFDR >0.01).
6 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 54 (2021) 101342 � 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. T
A mediation analysis was performed to examine the relationship
among the rs776746 genotype, CYP3A5 transcript levels and metab-
olonic lactone sulfate plasma levels in the AAGMEx cohort. Results of
the multivariate modeling and corresponding mediation analysis
(Table 3) indicated that there was an association between the
rs776746 genotype and metabolonic lactone sulfate plasma levels
even after adjusting for CYP3A5 transcript levels, age, sex and
admixture estimates (1.29 � 10�05; Table 3A). In addition, there was
an association between CYP3A5 transcript levels and metabolonic
lactone sulfate plasma levels after adjusting for age, sex, admixture
his is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Table 3 e Mediation analysis to examine the relationship between
rs776746 genotype, CYP3A5 transcript levels and metabolonic lactone
sulfate plasma levels in AAGMEx African Americans. A. Multivariate
analysis. B. Causal mediation analysis.

A.

Dependent Variable Variable Estimate � SE P-value

log (metabolonic lactone sulfate) Intercept 3.82 � 0.61 1.42E-09
rs776746 0.15 � 0.034 1.29E-05
CYP3A5 transcript �0.69 � 0.12 5.97E-08
Age 0.0016 � 0.0019 0.40
Female �0.0014 � 0.045 0.98
Admixture estimate 0.18 � 0.28 0.52

B.

Test P-value

Causal inference test - omnibus 0.021
Association between metabolonic lactone sulfate plasma levels and
the rs776746 genotype

1.85E-08

Association between metabolonic lactone sulfate plasma levels and
CYP3A5 transcript levels given the rs776746 genotype

5.97E-08

Association between CYP3A5 transcript levels and the rs776746
genotype given metabolonic lactone sulfate plasma levels

0.021

Equivalence test of the rs776746 genotype and metabolonic lactone
sulfate given CYP3A5 transcript levels

3.59E-05
estimates and the rs776746 genotype (P ¼ 5.97 � 10�08; Table 3A).
Thus, although the rs776746 genotype and CYP3A5 transcript levels
are correlated, they both have independent contributions to metab-
olonic lactone sulfate plasma levels. The mediation analysis un-
derscores these patterns and highlights their independent and
combined contributions to metabolite levels (Table 3B). Furthermore,
the relationship between the rs776746 genotype and the CYP3A5
transcript level remains significant even after adjusting for the
metabolite; thus, the association between rs776746 genotype and
CYP3A5 transcript level are not due to their respective associations
with metabolonic lactone sulfate plasma levels (P ¼ 0.021).

4. DISCUSSION

Using untargeted metabolomic profiling in plasma, we identified a
previously unknown metabolite tentatively named metabolonic lactone
sulfate (X-12063) to be significantly and consistently associated with
markers of cardiometabolic health. Increasing levels of this metabolite
were associated with obesity (increased waist circumference, BMI and
SAT), insulin resistance (reduced insulin sensitivity and increased
fasting glucose), dyslipidemia (increased triglycerides) and hyperten-
sion (increased diastolic blood pressure and mean arterial pressure).
Levels of metabolonic lactone sulfate are genetically regulated by
genetic variation at the CYP3A5 locus. Variant rs776746 encodes a
cryptic splice site resulting in protein truncation. With predicted
decreasing levels of functional CYP3A5, levels of metabolonic lactone
sulfate increase, associated with worsening cardiometabolic health.
Obesity is a complex multifactorial disease that is a strong risk factor
for insulin resistance, cardiovascular disease (CVD) and certain types
of cancer [3]. Metabolonic lactone sulfate was the most significant
metabolite identified for its association with routinely assessed
anthropometric measures of adiposity in a population-based cohort of
Mexican Americans from IRASFS. These associations capture the total
and central adipose deposition, despite varying degrees of correlation
among traits. Consistent with these findings, this metabolite was also
the most associated metabolite with SAT, which is significantly
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 54 (2021) 101342 � 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open
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correlated with BMI and WC. With a demonstrated role in central
adiposity, it was also associated with VAT, which is predictive of future
development of metabolic disease [24]. Notably, these findings were
generalized and extended to the IRASFS African American cohort,
where significant associations of metabolonic lactone sulfate with
adiposity were observed with consistent direction of effect.
Consistent with the role of obesity in the promotion of metabolic dis-
ease, metabolonic lactone sulfate was significantly associated with
multiple cardiometabolic measures in IRASFS Mexican Americans that
persisted after adjustment for BMI in both Mexican Americans and
African Americans. Specific to a role in type 2 diabetes (T2D), it was
associated with measures indicative of insulin resistance. Insulin
sensitivity, a dynamic measure of glucose homeostasis and direct
assessment of insulin action, was negatively associated with metab-
olonic lactone sulfate, indicating increased insulin resistance. HOMAIR,
a basal measure of glucose homeostasis, was also associated, how-
ever, likely driven through the contribution of fasting glucose, which
persisted after adjustment for BMI. Fasting insulin was not associated
after adjustment for BMI, despite a decrease in the metabolic clear-
ance rate of insulin (MCRI). This decrease in MCRI may be related to
the measurement assay as the FSIGT mainly reflects hepatic insulin
clearance [25]. Among lipid phenotypes, metabolonic lactone sulfate
was positively associated with triglycerides. In the general population,
triglyceride levels have risen in concert with the prevalence of obesity
[26] and represent a significant risk factor for CVD [27]. In addition,
metabolonic lactone sulfate was positively associated with DBP; high
blood pressure represents an additional risk factor for CVD [28]. When
examined as composite phenotypes, associations observed with MetS
and the FHS CVD Risk Score support an association of metabolonic
lactone sulfate with future development of diabetes and, to a lesser
extent, CVD [20,23].
Metabolonic lactone sulfate is a partially characterized metabolite (X-
12063) identified by Metabolon on their LCeMS global metabolomics
platform, i.e. routinely observed with a mass spectrometric signature.
However, the chemical structure has not been confirmed. Metabolonic
lactone sulfate has been previously associated with insulin resistance
but was overshadowed by the characterized metabolite a-hydrox-
ybutyrate, an early marker for dysglycemia [29,30] and progression to
T2D [31]. Subsequently, metabolonic lactone sulfate was found to be
inversely associated with selenoprotein P levels, consistent with the
pattern observed for branched chain amino acids [32]. More recent
studies have evolved to incorporate a systems biology approach to
metabolite identification, specifically focusing on genetic contributions.
These results have implicated genotypeemetabolite associations for
metabolonic lactone sulfate at CYP3A5 (chromosome 7) and SLCO1B1
(chromosome 12) [33e35]. Functional annotation using Gaussian
graphical modeling (GGM) implicates dehydroisoandrosteronesulfate
(DHEA-S) as an association partner. When GGM was combined with
GWAS, metabolonic lactone sulfate had a consensus prediction for a
role in steroid metabolism. Notably, these results were derived from a
European population. In comparison, correlation estimates between
metabolonic lactone sulfate and DHEA-S from the ethnic minorities
presented herein were low. However, the most highly correlated an-
notated metabolite was 5alpha-androstan-3alpha, 17beta-diol mono-
sulfate from the steroid pathway supporting this pathway designation.
Consistent with a previous study [35], metabolonic lactone sulfate has
a high heritability, suggesting a significant genetic component. In
IRASFS, highly significant associations spanning the ZSCAN25-
CYP3A5 locus were observed with individual genetic variation
explaining 20% of the metabolite trait variance. Among the three
correlated variants identified and replicated from GWAS, rs776746 has
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 7
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a putative functional role. Located in intron 3, rs776746-G is denoted
as CYP3A5*3 using the pharmacogenomics star allele nomenclature
and creates a cryptic splice site. This resultant aberrantly spliced
mRNA includes a premature termination codon resulting in a non-
functional protein [36]. Allele frequencies for CYP3A5*3 vary widely
from 0.96 in European Americans (CEU) to 0.77 in Mexican Americans
(MEX) to 0.31 in African Americans (ASW). GWASs published to date
have reported a role for this variant in kidney disease and differential
response to immunotherapies. This is the first report to indirectly
implicate rs776746 in cardiometabolic disease through metabolonic
lactone sulfate as this variant was not directly associated with mea-
sures of cardiometabolic health.
Consistent with the genetic findings, transcriptomic analysis in
adipose tissue highlighted a significant inverse association between
CYP3A5 transcript levels and metabolonic lactone sulfate, i.e.
decreased levels of the transcript are associated with increased
levels of this metabolite. Cytochrome P450 proteins are mono-
oxygenases that catalyze reactions involved in drug metabolism and
synthesis of cholesterol, steroids and other lipid species [37]. The
CYP3A protein family is composed of four members, with CYP3A4
and CYP3A5 levels being highly abundant in the liver and intestine
and accounting for the majority of the enzymatic activity in this
subfamily [36]. Among the subfamily members, CYP3A5 is also
expressed in other tissues including the kidneys, lungs and
pancreas, suggesting the regulation of endogenous paracrine or
endocrine factors. CYP3A5 is highly polymorphic with 25 allelic
variants (numbered *1e*9). Individuals with two copies of
CYP3A5*3 (rs776746) are termed non-expressors and do not
metabolize CYP3A substrates as rapidly as CYP3A5*1 [38].
Strengths of the current study include untargeted metabolomic
profiling of a population-based cohort with multiple traditional and
sophisticated measures of adiposity. Inclusion of two ethnic minority
cohorts further facilitated generalizability of the findings. Expansion of
the phenotypic assessments to address the overall role of adiposity in
cardiometaoblic health was possible through comprehensive pheno-
typing, which included measures of glucose homeostasis, lipids and
blood pressure. In addition to comprehensive genetic data, tran-
scriptomic analysis of adipose tissue further validated the association
of genetic variation with metabolite levels. However, this study is not
without limitations. The current metabolite datasets represent untar-
geted metabolomic profiling using LCMS, which captures only a pro-
portion of the metabolome. This coverage could be enhanced with
complementary technologies, e.g. nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
or gas chromatography mass spectrometry, and the application of an
untargeted approach, although, the latter requires significant invest-
ment in metabolite identification. In addition, the results described
herein were based on cross-sectional data analysis. We posit that
levels of metabolonic lactone sulfate will continue to increase over
time, consistent with a worsening cardiometabolic profile. Longitudinal
studies would not only be able to assess the time course for the in-
crease but also determine whether metabolite levels can be applied
prospectively to target therapeutic interventions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, using untargeted metabolomic profiling in a Mexican
American population-based cohort, we have identified a metabolite,
tentatively named metabolonic lactone sulfate, that is positively
associated with multiple measures of adiposity. Beyond adiposity, this
metabolite is associated with multiple phenotypes indicating
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worsening cardiometabolic health, i.e. insulin resistance, dyslipidemia
and hypertension. These findings were replicated in an African
American cohort. Consistent with a strong genetic heritability,
metabolite levels were significantly associated with genetic variation at
the CYP3A5 locus; variant rs776746 (CYP3A5*3) creates a cryptic
splice site resulting in protein truncation. Transcriptional profiling of
adipose tissue confirmed that this genetic variant was associated with
lower CYP3A5 transcript levels and that lower transcript levels were
associated with increased levels of metabolonic lactone sulfate. One
interpretation of these results is that the absence of the CYP3A5 protein
could result in an unregulated excess of metabolonic lactone sulfate,
contributing to worsening cardiometabolic health. Alternatively, this
observation could be the result of cardiometabolic disturbances.
Further investigation is warranted to determine whether the levels of
metabolonic lactone sulfate can prospectively predict worsening
metabolic health, thereby facilitating the identification of individuals for
earlier targeted interventions.
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